“Meridian Minute” - Field Inspection

From: Kevin Pitt - Building Inspection Supervisor  
      John Shane - Building Inspector II  
CC: Brent Bjornson - Building Official

Date: November 12, 2019

The “Meridian Minute” consists of a quick overview of current, and future changes taking place during the inspection process within the City.

Concealment of Work

- **R109.1.2** Rough inspection of plumbing, mechanical, gas and electrical systems shall be made prior to covering or concealment, before fixtures or appliances are set or installed, and prior to framing inspections.

Addressing

- **R319.11** Numbers shall be a minimum of 4 inches high with a minimum stroke width of ½ inch. Where access is by means of a private road and the building address cannot be viewed from the public way, a monument, pole or other sign or means shall be used to identify the structure.  
*No cardboard with pen or pencil.

Stem Wall Inspection

- Inspections are currently on a voluntary basis for stem walls. This will be occurring through the end of December 2019. A tentative start date of January 1, 2020 stem wall inspections will be required during the inspection process. Meridian’s Inspection team will be available to Contractors if assistance is needed with requirements on this inspection.

Cold Weather Concrete

- Contractors have been doing great! We have only had a handful of days that required cold weather practices.

- To verify if cold weather practices are required please check 3 consecutive previous days before pour.  

Meridian Minute Email Blast

- If you would like to be added to the “Meridian Minute” contact list please notify Kari Hibbard at Khibbard@meridiancity.org